
 

 #hcsm - April 6, 2014  

6:00 HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Welcome to (#hcsm) healthcare communications & social 
media. If you're joining tonight, please introduce yourself! 
(@danamlewis moderating)

6:00 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @abrewi3010 It's almost #hcsm time! Come hang out, it's 
like chocolate for your brain!

6:00 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@mahoneyr @padschicago Lol, try to keep up if you dare :) 
#hcsm

6:00 Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
@abrewi3010 did someone say chocolate?? #hcsm

6:00 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
I love a challenge! RT @nursefriendly @mahoneyr 
@padschicago Lol, try to keep up if you dare :) #hcsm

6:01 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
Ryan here. Product Development in Behavioral Health. 
Tweeting in from DenCo for #HCSM

6:01 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@mahoneyr @padschicago Hello Robert, AnnMarie, Andrew 
Lopez, RN from #NewJersey, #Healthcare #Tweetchat 
#Enthusiast #hcsm #nurseup
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6:01 Gnosis Media Group@GnosisArts
#hcsm: marcomm practices in healthcare. Mod: 
@HealthSocMed When: Sun 8:00pm CST. 
#tweetchatshappeningnow

6:01 HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
We will assume all tweets within #hcsm during following hour 
are your own & not those of your employers (unless 
specifically declared).

6:01 Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
Hi folks. Jason's back in from rural Ontario Canada #hcsm.

6:01 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Greetings, #hcsm, from almost springtime St. Louis, MO. No 
tornadoes forecast tonight. Don't spoil it.

6:02 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@JBBC @abrewi3010 Chocolate? Where! #hcsm

6:02 Kathy Nieder MD@docnieder
Kathy from Louisville, mostly lurking while working on a couple 
of time-dependent projects. #hcsm

6:02 Austin Chiang, MD@AustinChiangMD
Hi, Austin here! @HealthSocMed @danamlewis #hcsm
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6:02 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
Alan here from Boise Idaho. My back didn't like cleaning so I'm 
well medicated right now...you have been warned :) #hcsm

6:02 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
Hi everyone. kati here, 24/7 pt for the last 51/2 years... Former 
RN #hcsm

6:02 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Yeah, AnnMarie here. Past nursing student, CNA III, and 
pharm tech. Oh, and mom, lover of #Bacon, dogs, and #hcsm.

6:02 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@padschicago @mahoneyr Came to the right place, this is 
one of the fastest, high volume #healthcare #tweetchats 
around :) #hcsm

6:02 Mark Salke@marksalke
Hi everybody. I'm Mark from Ann Arbor MI. #hcsm

6:03 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
In my coffee! RT @nursefriendly @JBBC @abrewi3010 
Chocolate? Where! #hcsm

6:03 Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
#hcsm Marie here, patient advocate, researcher, writer
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6:03 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@docnieder Hello Kathy :) #hcsm

6:03 T2D Research@T2DRemission
Michael Massing and cat Slick getting our weekly fix of #hcsm

6:03 Annette McKinnon@anetto
Annette here from Toronto. Patient and blogger, #MedX 
delegate #hcsm

6:03 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
If you are delighted by a tweet from me, you should assume it 
is mine. If not, assume it's from somebody else and accept my 
apologies. #hcsm

6:04 Kathy Nieder MD@docnieder
@nursefriendly Hi Andrew! Did you find that chocolate? #hcsm

6:04 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@marksalke Hey Mark, here we go again :) #hcsm

6:04 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@padschicago @JBBC @abrewi3010 Ahh, yes. Where is my 
Hersheys? :) #hcsm

6:04 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Where is the #hcsm chocolate?
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6:04 Kathy Nieder MD@docnieder
MT @mahoneyr: If you are delighted by a tweet from me 
assume it is mine. If not assume it's from somebody else & 
accept my apologies. #hcsm

6:05 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
Ack! I was busy playing on Pinterest and almost missed 
saying hi! And what's this I hear about chocolate...? #hcsm

6:05 Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
Welcome to #hcsm, all! <--Dana Lewis, #hcsm moderator/
creator, thinker | doer | teacher of health & digital; Chief Data 
Producer for #DIYPS

6:05 Suzie Farthing@SuzieFarthing
Hello. My name is Suzie. I am a RN from Florida and social 
media nut. #hcsm

6:05 Mark Salke@marksalke
@JBBC Marie did I see you featured in a story this past 
week? From GE, maybe? #hcsm

6:05 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
Hi all good morning from Manila, Gia here #hcsm

6:05 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
I think #hcsm T1 must involve, "how do we get the chocolate?"
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6:05 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Agree! RT @mahoneyr I think #hcsm T1 must involve, "how 
do we get the chocolate?"

6:05
✨ Anna✨@smanna750
From the Orlando area. GI PT. #crohns 6yrd and 
#gastroparesis DX 6 months ago #hcsm

6:06 Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
@mahoneyr I refuse to wait 'til T1 for that ;) #hcsm

6:06 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
Laurel, photographer in Orlando. Easily distracted. #hcsm

6:06 HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
We'll get started with topic 1 (T1) in just a few minutes. 
Remember if you jump in to #hcsm later to introduce yourself!

6:06 Inspire@teaminspire
Hello to #hcsm, John Novack here from Inspire.

6:06 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
It's #hcsm chat on for the next hour or so

6:06 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@marksalke @JBBC She was great Mark! #hcsm
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6:06 the2x2project@the2x2project
Hello! We're joining in from Columbia University's Mailman 
School of Public Health in NYC. #hcsm

6:07 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@twirlandswirl Hate to miss if I can help it . . #hcsm

6:07 Mark Salke@marksalke
She was. And Hi! RT @giasison: @marksalke @JBBC She 
was great Mark! #hcsm

6:07 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@smanna750 Hey again, neighbor. We've met on here before, 
haven't we? #hcsm

6:07 Chris Flores, MD@ChrisFloresMD
I learn so much from these chats. From Coachella Valley, 
Southern California #hcsm

6:07 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@SuzieFarthing Hey Suzie, good to see you here :) #hcsm

6:07 Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
@teaminspire Hi John, good to see you here #Hcsm

6:07 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@giasison Hello Gia, glad you're here :) #hcsm
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6:07 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @dbarrath RT @majorajay: "Patient activation": how 
physicians rate patients on engagement in their own care. 
online.wsj.com/news/articles/… #hcsm

6:08 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
How many #hcsm chatters are heading to #MedX this fall?

6:08 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@marksalke @JBBC Hello Mark! Hello Marie! #hcsm

6:08 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @nursefriendly @mahoneyr Yes, #chocolate, the most 
important issue of the evening :) #hcsm

6:08 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@nursefriendly @mahoneyr I've had a stomach bug for the 
last three days. I'm not sure how I feel about chocolate at the 
moment. #hcsm

6:08 HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
TOPIC 1 - A pharma org recently appointed a "Chief Patient 
Officer". Any idea what that means? What should this role 
accomplish? #hcsm

6:09 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
@ekeeleymoore I will be there! #medx #hcsm
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6:09 Annette McKinnon@anetto
@ekeeleymoore I'm going. Will be the first time #hcsm

6:09 Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
T1 live at #hcsm - what do you think about pharma/med 
device orgs having "Chief Patient Officer" roles? What should 
they accomplish?

6:09 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@jchevinsky @BioethxChat Hey Jennifer, glad you stopped 
by :) #hcsm

6:09 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@nursefriendly Hello there Andrew! #hcsm

6:09 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
@twirlandswirl @nursefriendly @mahoneyr We'll save some 
chocolate for you when you feel better. #hcsm

6:09 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@nursefriendly @mahoneyr ...but, I mean, for some things, 
the benefit is worth the possible cost. And chocolate is one of 
those things #hcsm

6:09 Afternoon Napper@AfternoonNapper
Checking in during a Law & Order marathon! #hcsm
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6:09 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@the2x2project Aha, welcome :) #hcsm

6:09 T2D Research@T2DRemission
pinboard.in/u:michael.mass… #hcsm

6:09 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@padschicago @nursefriendly @mahoneyr Starting to feel 
like that might be never, but, thanks. :P #melodramatictweets 
#hcsm

6:10 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@nursefriendly @BioethxChat Thanks, nice to see you 
Andrew! #hcsm

6:10 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@ChrisFloresMD Agree, they are very addictive, informative :) 
#hcsm #healthcare #tweetchats

6:10 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
T1: was there a release with that explaining the intention of a 
chief patient officer? #HCSM

6:10 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
T1 Dunno what it will accomplish, but i suspect whatever it is 
is sure to be amazing! #hcsm
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6:10 Steve Sisko@ShimCode
"Using Student Interns to Improve the Patient Experience" 
ow.ly/vuwCP #ptexp #patientexperience #hcsm

6:10 Jen Dyer MD, MPH@EndoGoddess
Hello all! Am Jen in Columbus: endocrinologist and app 
developer in Columbus Ohio. #hcsm

6:10 Annette McKinnon@anetto
@HealthSocMed T1 I noticed @ePatientDave blogging about 
that position #hcsm

6:10 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
T1 Chief patient officer. hmmm... The name is irking me. As a 
patient I know there are many views on approaching health 
care. #hcsm

6:10 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T1 Buyer beware: this sounds like something it isn't. 
@HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:10 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@HealthSocMed There doesn't seem to be much difference 
between "chief patient officer" OR "chief patient experience 
officer" #hcsm

6:10 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
T1 IMO this is truly innovation! Major role is focus on patients' 
needs, involve them and implement #hcsm
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6:11 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
I was just wondering RT @mahoneyr T1 Buyer beware: this 
sounds like something it isn't. @HealthSocMed #hcsm

6:11 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@twirlandswirl @mahoneyr Hope you feel better, they are not 
fun. #hcsm

6:11 Jennifer Celio@JMCelio
Hi #hcsm! Jenn from NYC, occupational therapist, adjunct and 
soon joining the telemedicine world.

6:11 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
T1 Sounds like my job, Family Partner, lending my "patient" 
ear to all things clinical for a multi-stakeholder perspective 
#hcsm

6:11 Kathy Nieder MD@docnieder
T1 New one to me. Sounds intriguing. Of course I'm dubious 
where Pharma is concerned, paranoid even. #hcsm

6:11 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
link? RT @anetto: @HealthSocMed T1 I noticed 
@ePatientDave blogging about that position #hcsm

6:11 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
T1 optimistically hoping this is a current chronic patient there 
to provide a different prospective. Reality says it's a cheap 
stunt #hcsm
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6:11 T2D Research@T2DRemission
sorry, that was a generic/joking chocolate link. apologies for 
sending a naked link. #hcsm

6:11 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
2012: Time to appoint a Chief Patient Officer pharmexec.com/
pharmexec/Arti… #hcsm

6:11 Brian Norris@Geek_Nurse
#hcsm hello all - sneak peak of tommorow a blog post :) 
socialhealthinsights.com/2014/04/social…

6:11 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
T1 I think having ONE "CPO" would actually narrow down the 
scope of care to that one person's perspective, invalidating all 
others. #hcsm

6:11 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
T1 each patients deserve to be thier chief patients officers. i 
don't want someone else speaking for me. #hcsm

6:11 Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
@pfanderson isn't this interesting! #hcsm

6:11 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T1 With so many generics Big #Pharma has gradually shifted 
it attentions encouraging patients to stay loyal to their branded 
drugs #hcsm
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6:12 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T1 Simple,instead of focusing on "wooing" 
doctors, they going get #patients to pressure doctors to 
prescribe their drugs #hcsm

6:12 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
T1 (Unless, of course, someone's hiring, then 
heeeeeeeeeeey!) #hcsm

6:12 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
@twirlandswirl I disagree. A good one will represent a 
common voice, not a specific illness #hcsm

6:12 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
The New Chief Patient Officer healthpopuli.com/2014/04/03/
the… | fiercepharmamarketing.com/story/sanofi-a… #hcsm

6:12 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@twirlandswirl we seem to agree on that one! ...there is no 
unified 'patient experience.' Each patient is different. #hcsm

6:12 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
T1 the role should be to bring a patients perspective to R&D. 
Also, to get more patients involved in the design process 
#hcsm

6:12 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @nursefriendly Simple,instead of focusing on "wooing" 
doctors, they going get #patients to pressure doctors to 
prescribe drugs #hcsm
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6:12 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T1 There is ample evidence that "Direct To 
Consumer" advertising works, puts pressure on #doctors to 
prescribe. #hcsm

6:12 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @pfanderson The New Chief Patient Officer 
healthpopuli.com/2014/04/03/the… | 
fiercepharmamarketing.com/story/sanofi-a… #hcsm

6:12 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
CPO: "moving away from pay-for-product and toward 
reimbursements keyed to patient outcomes" 
fiercepharmamarketing.com/story/sanofi-a… #hcsm

6:12 Jeanette Anderson@jeanettegtf
T1- Chief Patient Officer in pharma sounds like a focus on 
personalized (genomic) medicine and individual reactions to 
meds #hcsm

6:13 Alicia C. Staley@stales
@giasison would be even MORE innovative if it was truly a 
patient.... #HCSM

6:13 Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC
@abrewi3010 T1 patients involved at every stage and process 
yes #hcsm

6:13 Mark Salke@marksalke
A1: It is certain that leadership-level patient advocacy will at 
least keep patient issues in decision-makers' minds. #hcsm
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6:13 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T1 In a perfect world, it might be a position 
to make sure #patients had access to their obscenely priced 
drugs. #hcsm

6:13 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@abrewi3010 Agree w this perspective- IMO should motivate 
other patients to give their thoughts 2, not just be 'THE patient 
voice' #hcsm

6:13 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
@ekeeleymoore and I disagree. If one is patient, they have 
their own views and own opinions as of how health care 
should happen #hcsm

6:13 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T1 Developing a program esp in any chronic disease brings 
pharma closer to the patient or vice versa as the marketers 
succeed #hcsm

6:13 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@ekeeleymoore And youre justice to it Erin #hcsm

6:13 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T1 Pardon me if I'm suspicious of any 
#PublicRelations put out by #BigPharma. They rarely have 
#altruistic goals. #hcsm
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6:14 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
"to infuse the patient perspective into our ability to deliver 
health care solutions that matter to pts & HCPs” 
healthpopuli.com/2014/04/03/the… #hcsm

6:14 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@stales Agreed Alicia! #hcsm

6:14 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
(Trying frantically to read about this; caught off-guard by the 
question, BRB; thanks, @pfanderson) #hcsm

6:14 Ninjas for Health@ninjasforhealth
Watching @COSMOSonTV while participating in the #hcsm 
chat... quite a #publichealth Nerd Night! #PHnerd #NPWH

6:14 Mark Salke@marksalke
@ekeeleymoore Sounds like a good job description. #hcsm

6:14 Annette McKinnon@anetto
Pharma article looking for @ePatientDave link 
pharmexec.com/pharmexec/Arti… #hcsm

6:14 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
@Katiissick But perhaps the org choose well, after all they are 
a CPO, not just a random yappy patient #hcsm
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6:14 T2D Research@T2DRemission
@nursefriendly T1 Agreed, it sounds like a marketing title. 
#hcsm

6:14 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T1 #Bigpharma has long since lost my trust, 
that they have the #BestInterests of the #Patient, #Consumer 
in mind. #hcsm

6:15 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
@JBBC that would be the dream scenario! Let's hope it's true. 
#hcsm

6:15 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
I hear that, @nursefriendly. Questions about marketing/
development versus PR @HealthSocMed #HCSM

6:15 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
That's right, I don't trust any sales pitch esp when it comes 
from pharma #hcsm

6:15 Mark Salke@marksalke
@mahoneyr @pfanderson Wait, there's homework? #hcsm

6:15 Alicia C. Staley@stales
@giasison T1 - I think it's a great start. Don't necessarily agree 
with how they started.. but change is coming! #HCSM
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6:15 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
So for this title, it presume that the patient is paid? Who would 
like to be paid to have my disease, because I would give it up 
#hcsm

6:15 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
T1 Bias must be eliminated ideally #hcsm

6:15 Jen Dyer MD, MPH@EndoGoddess
T1: Am guessing that 'Chief Patient Officer' is meant to 
articulate the voice of the people (i.e., 'patient'), like 
democracy. #HCSM

6:15 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T1 When they deliberately bury negative 
clinical trials, cherrypick only positives for the FDA apps, they 
smell, simply. #hcsm

6:16 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@twirlandswirl I think we tend to agree more times than not : ) 
#hcsm

6:16 Clay Chappell, MD@CChappellMD
Does this benefit the patient or company. My guess is the 
latter. bit.ly/OoZgT8 #hcsm

6:16 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@stales Yes it is a good start :) #hcsm
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6:16 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
@CChappellMD Ideally both! #hcsm

6:16 Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
T1 CHief Patient Officer sounds like PR ploy, attempt to say 
'We care/we're listening" but possible smoke screen #hcsm

6:16 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
@jchevinsky ideally yes, would motivate a diverse cross 
section of patients. A good patient officer though can bring our 
prospective #hcsm

6:17 April Foreman@DocForeman
PS: April, preventer of #suicide, serving #Veterans, and winner 
of family game night (which is why I'm late to the #hcsm 
party).

6:17 T2D Research@T2DRemission
T1 The formula CxO does not bode well. That's top 
management, with a technical brief. #hcsm

6:17 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
T1 Transparency has to be one of their KPI too #hcsm

6:17 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
@ekeeleymoore for my disease, It would not go well. Most 
want their voice heard #hcsm
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6:17 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@waisunchan @nursefriendly Loss of trust is probably WHY 
BigPharma is doing this - to rebuild, learn what to change 
#hcsm

6:17 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@DocForeman What game? #importantquestions #hcsm

6:17 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Pharma are only out to sell and market their products. That is 
their goal one. #hcsm

6:17
✨ Anna✨@smanna750
T1: sounds like they don't even know what the job description 
is. Could be dangerous 😟  #hcsm

6:18 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T1 if my mechanic is so bad at his job that the auto parts 
dealer needs to sell to me directly, then maybe things need to 
change. #hcsm

6:18 Afternoon Napper@AfternoonNapper
@stales So agree re: CPO being a very very high end, 
professional and this missing some of the point of being 
patient focused. #hcsm

6:18 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@pfanderson @waisunchan They have a very long way to go 
Patricia, they've done a lot of damage many will not forget., 
#hcsm
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6:18 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@mahoneyr Yes- I wonder whether this is not similar to having 
HCP spokesmen... conflicts of interest abound..! #hcsm

6:18 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@T2DRemission Agreed. The good news is that they chose 
someone from Public Health #hcsm

6:18 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@pfanderson @waisunchan @nursefriendly Highly possible 
Patricia #hcsm

6:18 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@pfanderson @waisunchan Now with many #patients, 
#whistleblowers on #socialmedia, we will not let anyone forget 
their crimes. #hcsm

6:19 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
@timbigfish Me :) #hcsm

6:19 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@padschicago Sounds like they are revisioning new economic 
model based on outcomes rather than sales #hcsm

6:19 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@jchevinsky @DrJenGunter Agreed - LOOK WE HAVE 
OUTREACH SEE THIS GUY WHO WE PAY TO SAY WHAT 
WE WANT HIM TO SAY? #hcsm
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6:19 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
@mahoneyr there needs to be a global discussion with 
pharma. stop coming up with more erectile dysfunction drugs 
is one example. #hcsm

6:19 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@pfanderson @waisunchan Like #bankers, #speculators, 
#politicians. #BigPharma has few redeeming qualities if any. 
#hcsm

6:20 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@jchevinsky @mahoneyr Good Q Jen. What if the HCP is 
also the patient? #hcsm

6:20 April Foreman@DocForeman
@twirlandswirl Settlers of Catan...I won...I had a LOT of wood. 
#hcsm

6:20 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
T1 the CPO needs to be transparent, open, vocal, and not 
afraid to butt heads with pharma for this to work. Figurehead 
won't work #hcsm

6:20 Annette McKinnon@anetto
T1 The person appointed is from PCORI "using experience as 
a physician" (Sorry, must have imagined the blog post) #hcsm

6:20 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
@pfanderson IDK. In the end, anything that makes them look 
good/positive converts to sales. #hcsm
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6:20 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@AfternoonNapper @stales If they can instill patient priorities 
into the process, with top-down PLUS bottom-up, that cd be a 
win #hcsm

6:20 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@AfternoonNapper @stales Especially if new CPO gets 
patient advisory board instructed to give hard feedback, not 
partyline #hcsm

6:21 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
TRUTH! MT @abrewi3010: T1 the CPO needs 2 b 
transparent, open, vocal, & not afraid to butt heads with 
pharma for this to work. #hcsm

6:21 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T1 Just wonder how CPO would be chosen; Better if elected 
by body of patient-peers; not great if chosen by pharm 
company interview #hcsm

6:21 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@DocForeman Sounds, uh, like a personal problem? #hcsm

6:21 Mark Salke@marksalke
A1: It is possible, given how critical patients are to business, 
that the CPO is a sincere move to advocate for them. #hcsm
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6:21 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@nursefriendly @waisunchan Yep. I know this. BigPharma 
has so many low-hanging fruit they COULD've already done to 
make things better #hcsm

6:22 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
@marksalke Possible, yes, but still with their profits in mind. 
#hcsm

6:22 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
T1 hopefully they will be active on SoMe and be willing to 
speak to students so their prospective stays fresh and 
informed #hcsm

6:22 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@giasison @pfanderson @waisunchan They've shown their 
true colors, greed and lack of regard for #patient #safety over 
and over. #hcsm

6:22 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@DocForeman (But seriously, I love Settlers of Catan. I'm just 
mentally a 12 year old boy. :P) #hcsm

6:22 Mark Salke@marksalke
@jchevinsky Great point, If not your suggestion, then at least 
a respected and objective outsider. #hcsm

6:22 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
T1 wouldn't it be better to have open forums for pts to discuss 
current issues &for health care pro, pharma to participate in as 
well? #hcsm
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6:23 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T1 I am always in favor of patient advocates, but even reading 
the job description makes me think it is designed to help sales. 
#hcsm

6:23 Annette McKinnon@anetto
T1 CPO should manage to advocate for patient interests and 
for patient inclusion #hcsm

6:23 Mark Salke@marksalke
@padschicago Well re: advocacy competing interests can co-
exist. #hcsm

6:23 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
@mahoneyr I'm impressed that you had time to read the job 
desc and keep up with this convo!! :) #hcsm

6:23 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@marksalke Yes, but I doubt this would b common practice. If 
chosen by pharm company must wonder what qualities they r 
looking for #hcsm

6:24 April Foreman@DocForeman
@marksalke Dr Beal: If our complex healthcare system 
doesn’t work well for the most vulnerable among us, it won’t 
work for any of us. #hcsm

6:24 Annette McKinnon@anetto
T1 Would really like to see CPO make pharma concerned 
about drug shortages and generics quality #hcsm
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6:24 Alicia C. Staley@stales
@AfternoonNapper until they actually put a patient in that 
spot. A patient will be CPO someday soon. #HCSM

6:24 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
If you want to join the conversation I'm tweeting into, just 
follow the #hcsm tag and append it to your tweets and you're 
in! #oneofus

6:24 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@padschicago If the shift is TRULY to improved outcomes, 
that alone could make them look good #hcsm But how to 
make that viable in $$?

6:25 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@pfanderson @waisunchan They are in a win-win situation 
with FDA, Politicians, Regulators. No repercussions, no 
accountability #hcsm

6:25 Mark Salke@marksalke
@mahoneyr Advocating for and providing a voice to patients is 
good for business! #hcsm

6:25 Annette McKinnon@anetto
@stales Yes, a real sick person! #hcsm

6:25 Alicia C. Staley@stales
@pfanderson @AfternoonNapper yes - challenge will be 
building key relationships at the start. #CPO2014 #HCSM
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6:25 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
And good for patients! RT @marksalke: @mahoneyr 
Advocating for and providing a voice to patients is good for 
business! #hcsm

6:25 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
Unless you can drag down the market to the point that your 
savings are still higher profit than competition @pfanderson 
@padschicago #HCSM

6:25 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@nursefriendly @giasison @waisunchan Absolutely. 
Otherwise they wd have switched yrs ago to non-chem colors, 
fillers hypo-allergenic #hcsm

6:26 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@mahoneyr @ekeeleymoore Well, you may not be an 
expert... but did you stay at a Holiday Inn Express last night? 
#hcsm

6:26 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T1 Even if a big pharma company is offering a patient 
advocacy role, the conflicts of interest is a huge elephant in 
the corner #hcsm

6:26 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@mahoneyr @ekeeleymoore (Other people remember those 
commercials, right...?) #hcsm
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6:26 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
@marksalke @mahoneyr #hcsm But profit driven advocacy 
isn't necessarily about patients always

6:26 Jennifer Celio@JMCelio
@mahoneyr in defense of pharma, sales can help to fund (life 
saving) medication provision in developing nations #hcsm

6:26 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@marksalke @mahoneyr And corporate social responsibility 
#hcsm

6:26 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@pfanderson @waisunchan Their #BusinessModel works, 
they've fine tuned it, bought off all the right people, infiltrated 
the #FDA. #hcsm

6:26 Afternoon Napper@AfternoonNapper
Q: tho we have founded suspicions, are we helping the system 
when we refuse to believe change is possible for pharma, 
admin, others? #hcsm

6:26 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@serious_skeptic @padschicago Well, that's what article 
SAID they are trying to do. So, interested to hear more abt 
what that means #hcsm

6:26 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
No, but it could be arranged. @twirlandswirl @ekeeleymoore 
#hcsm
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6:27 Mark Salke@marksalke
Which can co-exist with profits. RT @giasison: @marksalke 
@mahoneyr And corporate social responsibility #hcsm

6:27
✨ Anna✨@smanna750
Wonder is she was hired with sales background or medical 
#hcsm

6:27 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
T1 my guess is that if the CPO is not authentic that sales will 
not meet expectations. A corp goon will not fly in patient 
community #hcsm

6:27 HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Moving on to a related T2 next!

6:27 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @smanna750 Wonder is she was hired with sales 
background or medical #hcsm

6:27 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
@AfternoonNapper totally fair question about concern re: 
pharma changes #HCSM

6:27 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@nursefriendly @waisunchan Pharma a powerful lobby. 
That's a problem w/ FDA - mandated 2 protect public, but 
listens 2 specl interests #hcsm
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6:28 HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
TOPIC 2 - What else could orgs do to engage patients? 
Where are biggest gaps to be addressed? What can we do to 
help CPOs succeed? #hcsm

6:28 Afternoon Napper@AfternoonNapper
Granted there are only a handful of ppl in pharma/admin/etc I 
trust, but what can we do to help those in whom we do 
believe? #hcsm

6:28 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Agree, @JMCelio. In an abstract sense, what is good for 
pharma will often ultimately be good for patients. Just need to 
be careful. #hcsm

6:28 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T1 Drs are often sceptical of colleagues giving talks sponsored 
by pharma, why wouldn't pt advocates on their payroll receive 
same? #hcsm

6:28 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
Dream dream, I see a funding pool from multi-pharma that re-
imburses independent advocates for every patient #hcsm

6:28 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T2 Just Ask. Really, there are tons of #epatients out there. 
#hcsm

6:28 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@mahoneyr T1 I have a very hard time, picturing #BigPharma 
advocating for anything but #patients to continue buying their 
drugs. #hcsm
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6:28 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@waisunchan I think whenever someone is "sponsored," we 
question the authenticity of their statements - often rightly so. 
#hcsm

6:29 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
T2 if you want to engage patients, you ask them what they 
think, and you engage with them. Simple. #hcsm

6:29 Mark Salke@marksalke
A1: Considering the discussion around T1, fair to say I 
wouldn't want that job. :) #hcsm

6:29 April Foreman@DocForeman
@padschicago @smanna750 Medical. Public health, w/ 
background in minority equity advocacy in HC. #hcsm

6:29 Alicia C. Staley@stales
MT @AfternoonNapper: Q tho we have founded suspicions, 
are we helping system when we refuse 2 believe change is 
possible for pharma... #hcsm

6:29 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@AfternoonNapper THank you. I was thinking much the same 
thing. If they TRULY want to change, patients can help #hcsm

6:29 Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
T2 at #hcsm - what can we do to help "CPO"s succeed? What 
else can phama/med device orgs do to engage patients?
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6:29 Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
@dz45tr @AfternoonNapper true, but how is that position to 
be "sold" to the shareholders? #hcsm

6:29 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
T2 Anything! Something! Listen to them. Let them lead. Bring 
them to the table as an equal. Show them that you are a 
human too! #hcsm

6:30 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T2 Massive Community Outreach, every 
#hospital, #organization needs #SocialMedia #Ambassadors. 
#hcsm

6:30 Annette McKinnon@anetto
T2 They could engage by funding patient slots at conferences, 
help encourage patient voice #hcsm

6:30 Steve Sisko@ShimCode
"The digital revolution, including #SoMe, has caught a lot of 
marketing depts & healthcare co's flat-footed" ow.ly/vufpB 
#hcsm

6:30 Kathleen Poulos@katseyemedia
One way healthcare can use social media... Selfie campaign 
boosts cancer funds ow.ly/vufxB #HCSM
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6:30 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T2 There is no shortage of questions coming 
from #patients, start putting the #answers out there. #hcsm

6:30 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
T2 patients need to be brought into design process in Oder to 
better understand pricing. Price transparency is a huge gap. 
#hcsm

6:30 Afternoon Napper@AfternoonNapper
@DocForeman I'm thinking more industry at large than 
specific company. How can we best find the good & work to 
support him/her/them? #hcsm

6:30 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@waisunchan It's going to be very tough job #hcsm I worry it'll 
be like Autism Speaks. Finally hired real ASD voice, then 
drove him out

6:30 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
And on their everyday care team! RT @anetto:T2 They could 
engage by funding patient slots at conferences, help 
encourage patient voice #hcsm

6:30 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Love this! RT @anetto T2 They could engage by funding 
patient slots at conferences, help encourage patient voice 
#hcsm
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6:30 Jen Dyer MD, MPH@EndoGoddess
T2: A real 'win' for a CPO would be helping pharma boards 
see how meeting patient needs can improve shareholder stock 
prices. #hcsm

6:30 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
T2 Holding an open chat like this on our thoughts would highly 
help #hcsm

6:31 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T2 Would be great if tweetchats could help serve as public 
commentary for CPO to pass on #bioethx #hcldr #meded 
#hcsm

6:31 April Foreman@DocForeman
Reliable ways to contact the exact person you need. Clear 
answers. Doc, Billing, etc. Someone who you can reach for f/u 
to an issue. #hcsm

6:31 Kelly / Diabetes@KellyRawlings
T2 To engage patients, corporations could try explaining this: 
mobile.nytimes.com/2014/04/06/hea… #hcsm

6:31 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T2 Schedule #tweetchats, 
#speakersbureaus, #podcasts, #webinars, to fill gaps in 
#patienteducation. #hcsm

6:31 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@Kamiyamay Good to see you here. :) #hcsm
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6:31 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
+1/RT @nursefriendly: @HealthSocMed T2 There is no 
shortage of questions coming from #patients,start putting the 
#answers out there. #hcsm

6:31 Mark Salke@marksalke
@ekeeleymoore @anetto That's a great way to close the 
engagement gap! #hcsm

6:32 Jennifer Gunter@DrJenGunter
T1 I mean it's sort of ludicrous doublespeak #hcsm

6:32 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@Kamiyamay That's a creative & insightful vision #hcsm

6:32 Jonathan Hausmann MD@hausmannMD
Pharma has already “hired” several academic deans and 
officials from medical centers…seems like a conflict of interest 
to me #hcsm

6:32 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
T2 - Engage patients, try inviting them to conferences, 
sponsoring patient events. #hcsm

6:32 April Foreman@DocForeman
@AfternoonNapper I just saw a TEDx today about using 
Reddit to engage community about your scientifict work...It's a 
thought. #hcsm
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6:32 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T2 #HealthLiteracy is a major #healthcare 
issue, lets take it head-on. Start education #patients. #hcsm

6:32 Dr. Gia Sison@giasison
@EndoGoddess Well said Jen #hcsm

6:32 BC General Surgeons@BCSurgeons
T1 a lot of speakers promoting new anticoagulants when 
evidence dubious to their advantage #hcsm

6:32 Jen Dyer MD, MPH@EndoGoddess
T2: Social/patient advocacy AND high shareholder stock 
prices can happen…just need creativity and intelligence to put 
them together. #hcsm

6:32 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T2 IMO patient groups could form training sessions for CPOs 
explaining role, responsibility, related #bioethx, and advocacy 
issues #hcsm

6:32 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
To engage with patients means you don't leave anyone 
behind. Useevery ways possible to reach them out. #hcsm

6:32 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
#HCSM T2: Need to engender trust with patient for them to 
share their stories to increase engagement
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6:32 Jennifer Celio@JMCelio
@waisunchan @mahoneyr well yes, the industry certainly isn't 
blind to making (and keeping) a buck #hcsm

6:33 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T2 The beauty is, once a webinar, tweetchat 
is done, it can be referenced indefinitely till obsolete. #hcsm

6:33 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
T2 we must remain optimistic that a pat centered philosophy 
can develop in pharma. Change can happen, it's good 
business if it does #hcsm

6:33 Alicia C. Staley@stales
RT @marksalke: A1: Considering the discussion around T1, 
fair to say I wouldn't want that job. :) #hcsm

6:33 Kelly / Diabetes@KellyRawlings
T2 Corps could also ask patients what education matls we 
want/need, not just decide what they think we should know. 
#hcsm

6:33 Chris Flores, MD@ChrisFloresMD
T2 Every pharma-sponsored dinner should include patients on 
the drug who've had problems accessing/obtaining/ or side 
effects #hcsm

6:33 Ann Wax@annwax
sorry that I will not be participating tonite. #hcsm
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6:33 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T2 Like government studies, 
#patienteducation materials could be developed by grants, 
then released to public domain. #hcsm

6:33 April Foreman@DocForeman
@AfternoonNapper Not my favorite TED, but a brilliant #hcsm 
idea. May be time for me to get a reddit acct. youtube.com/
watch?v=hw2mHE… #hcsm

6:33 Annette McKinnon@anetto
T2 Pharma could engage by funding medical literacy courses 
at all levels for patients, online #hcsm

6:34 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
Don't ask me to help you solve your problem. Invite me to the 
table to help identify the problem to start with #hcsm

6:34 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@PretendMD @waisunchan @nursefriendly Uh, you're right. 
Going back to the 1800s, I can't think of a time when pharma 
was trusted. #hcsm

6:34 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
That right there is what a "healthcare navigator" could be: new 
concept and great idea. @smanna750 #hcsm

6:34 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
#HCSM T2: Oh! And when stories are told, patients can 
change their engagement with treatment adherence / self-
actualization, too
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6:34 Clay Chappell, MD@CChappellMD
T2(cont): Docs can further that idea by showing companies 
that we will always do what is in the best interest of the pt. 
#hcsm

6:34 Mark Salke@marksalke
@ChrisFloresMD What a great idea, Chris! #hcsm

6:34 Jen Dyer MD, MPH@EndoGoddess
@Innov8forHealth ROI would most certainly be a focus on 
adherence plus patient need plus a business goal. #hcsm

6:35 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
T2 - start higher re-imbursement rates for allowing their bodies 
used for CT (balancing budget in healthcare) #hcsm

6:35 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
T2 if org really wanted to engage with patients, they'd know 
what to do but don't want to #hcsm

6:35 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
Brands like @TacoBell are actively engaging customers on 
SoMe, why can't people who have our lives in their hands 
make it a priority? #hcsm

6:35 Mark Salke@marksalke
A2: The patient trust bond is very weak. Transparency is the 
only way to build it back to where it needs ot be to sustain 
profits. #hcsm
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6:35 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T2 In general would be more comfortable w a CPB - chief 
patient board - than a CPO. Shared responsibility & diverse 
perspective #hcsm

6:35 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T2 So far, I agree that patients should be more engaged. But 
more engaged with pharma? #hcsm

6:36 Afternoon Napper@AfternoonNapper
@DocForeman One of this year's #MedX epatients is a big 
@reddit user. #hcsm

6:36 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
@marksalke I don't care about profits, I care about good 
health, being well #hcsm

6:36 April Foreman@DocForeman
@nursefriendly @HealthSocMed #PatientEducation content 
could be developed by patients, then shared via #SoMe. :) 
#hcsm

6:36 Kelly / Diabetes@KellyRawlings
T2: More quality of life measures needed when assessing 
meds & regimens! #hcsm

6:36 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T2 Patients can be a vulnerable to a "free lunch" as much as 
anyone. They should be informed to judge if it's in their best 
interests #hcsm
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6:36 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@PretendMD @nursefriendly @anetto @waisunchan The HIV 
access problem drove a lot of projects now in direct 
competition w/ BigPharma #hcsm

6:36 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@pfanderson @waisunchan #FDA employees, know going in, 
#lucrative consulting contracts await them when they leave @ 
#BigPharma. #hcsm

6:36 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
@mahoneyr More engaged w everything. Integrated is a 
better word. #hcsm

6:36 Annette McKinnon@anetto
@BrettSnodgrass1 I'll check it out. New to me #hcsm

6:37 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@mahoneyr Yeah, I feel like you're saying taxpayers should 
talk to the IR instead of H&R Block or something. #hcsm

6:37 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
T2 hopefully a qualified CPO can bring some truth & reality to 
pharmas advertising. That is a huge gap that needs to be 
addressed #hcsm

6:37 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
T2 - success has begun by #hcsm discussion tonight. 
Continue conversations and addressing needs of patients
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6:37 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
@twirlandswirl requires open patients abt their experience 
with their health. not so simple. just wrote: 
xchangehealth.wordpress.com #HCSM

6:37 Mark Salke@marksalke
RT @ekeeleymoore: @mahoneyr More engaged w 
everything. Integrated is a better word. #hcsm <= A perfect 
word.

6:37 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@PretendMD @nursefriendly @anetto @waisunchan 
Crowdsourcing pharma solutions to major probs OUTSIDE of 
BigPharma, then giving it away #hcsm

6:37 Jeanette Anderson@jeanettegtf
T2: Think about the pt with additives and fillers.eg. thyroid 
meds for pt. with Hashimoto's containing gluten additives 
make no sense #hcsm

6:37 Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
T2 In my area, there are a lot of patients who are computer 
illiterate, have no internet. They take meds. That's a gap. Help! 
#hcsm

6:37 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@pfanderson @waisunchan Makes it a little difficult to be 
objective, knowing you'll work for #BigPharma when you leave 
the FDA, #hcsm
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6:38 April Foreman@DocForeman
@nursefriendly @HealthSocMed But, of course, you'd need to 
focus on engaging mssging...something people want to give to 
friends. #hcsm

6:38 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@OneGrenouille @AfternoonNapper Please use #hcsm 
hashtag so your comments are included in the broader 
conversation?

6:38 brettmd@BrettSnodgrass1
@waisunchan #Hcsm T2 if the pharma information is true, we 
need not stop it, but from history, must regulate & FDA sue if 
misleading ads.

6:38 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
@dz45tr @twirlandswirl #hcsm Not simple/easy for patients 
share about experience. Risk, increasing pressure re: medical 
identity theft 2

6:39 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Maybe a doctor is not the one you need to see when you're 
not sick; but someone you see often goes with you when you 
are. @smanna750 #hcsm

6:39 Annette McKinnon@anetto
@waisunchan I look carefully at new patient related websites. 
Have often found pharma is the sponsor #hcsm

6:39 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
@Kamiyamay @twirlandswirl Which brings it back to the trust 
issue #HCSM
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6:39 Dr. Ali Khoshnevis@AliKhoshnevis
@abrewi3010 I believe that it must become patient centered. 
#hcsm

6:39 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@nursefriendly @waisunchan Yep! If you count on that, can't 
afford to stand your ground, or annoy powers that be #hcsm

6:39 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@DocForeman @HealthSocMed We're #doctors, #nurses, we 
know what #patients want to hear, how to present, can enlist 
PR people too :) #hcsm

6:39 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
@ekeeleymoore @drmalinowski Meet them where they are; 
take them where they need to be. Tech 
included=environmental wellness #HCSM

6:40 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@DocForeman @HealthSocMed Get a few #hcsm savvy 
#doctors, #nurses, #hcps, we'll get them going viral in no 
time :) #hcsm

6:40 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
@AliKhoshnevis let's hope it does in our lifetimes too! #hcsm
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6:40 Annette McKinnon@anetto
T2 Pharma could engage better by not pulling funding for 
projects when their drug goes off patent. High and dry for est 
programs #hcsm

6:40 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T2 Agree w others that patient engagement important 4 
healthcare... but not sure if insurance/pharma/BigBusiness is 
right avenue #hcsm

6:40 GNU/rigel@PretendMD
@waisunchan and in fact this is a key part of pharma's new 
strategy, buying off or astroturfing patient advocate groups 
#hcsm

6:40 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @Katiissick @waisunchan FDA has engaged nicely w/pt 
communities like #mecfs and #fibro, 2 groups neglected by 
pharma. We need more. #hcsm

6:41 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@pfanderson @waisunchan The #FDA has a very 
#Incestuous relationship with #BigPharma, and we all suffer 
because of it. :( #hcsm

6:42 HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Moving on to our last topic for tonight (T3) in a few! #hcsm

6:42 Brad Zehring, DO@DrZehringDO
MT @jchevinsky: T2 Agree w others that patient engagement 
imp 4 healthcare. not sure if insurance/pharma/BigBusiness is 
right avenue #hcsm
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6:42 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
@anetto Sadly without Pharma there's little money coming 
from elsewhere to fund websites, docs & nurses conferences 
& meetings. #hcsm

6:42 Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
@dz45tr @ekeeleymoore Tech issues a symptom of the 
disenfranchisement of some of our folks. Local hospital 
making inroads in person #hcsm

6:42 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@Kamiyamay @anetto Yep, I've been to pharmacies where 
they said did not have ACCESS to the pharma inserts, chemo 
patients denied info #hcsm

6:42 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
@nursefriendly @pfanderson @waisunchan #hcsm Why you 
couldn't be inferring that it's about politics and Big Capitol ?

6:42 Farrah Parker@LeavUrImge2FDP
@pfanderson Patient involvement is market research at its 
finest! #hcsm

6:42 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
If you look at what pharma has done for cancer and HIV, it's 
not all that bad. But then if you have the wrong disease, you're 
doomed #hcsm
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6:42 April Foreman@DocForeman
@nursefriendly @HealthSocMed Great! I've got some 
messaging I am passionate to get viral. Who can help me? 
#hcsm

6:43 brettmd@BrettSnodgrass1
@jchevinsky That's why oversight & transparency are so 
critical. Money is always going somewhere when goods, 
medicine, & Tx are #hcsm #T2

6:43 GNU/rigel@PretendMD
.@anetto well it certainly makes clear what their true interest is 
in patients. #hcsm

6:43 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
If pts aren't integrated into networks they most freq interact 
with, how do we create solutions & tools that meet everyones 
needs? #hcsm

6:43 Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
#bigpharma; the goose that lays the golden drugs; when you 
sup with the devil you need a long spoon #hcsm

6:43 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
@drmalinowski @ekeeleymoore I don't disagree, but treating 
the symptom by including tech in discharge might help. 
#HCSM

6:43 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T2 I question whether can have primary focus on ethics if 
continually worried about shareholders & bottom line... at best 
secondary #hcsm
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6:44 Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
RT @BrettSnodgrass1 RT @twirlandswirl: @Katiissick And 
"wrong" usually means "unmarketable." #hcsm

6:44 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
@DocForeman @nursefriendly @HealthSocMed #hcsm 
Perhaps, Got 347 RT's off one RT the other day 
@GoldenWavesAdv

6:44 Annette McKinnon@anetto
@waisunchan True. The real cost of cenferences is very high. 
Seen that in National Conference for Sjogren's in 
Canada,coming in May #hcsm

6:44 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
@twirlandswirl and that's a big problem. #stigma #hcsm

6:44 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@jchevinsky Exactly. If it comes down to profit or patient 
experience, which is going to win? #notgonnaliketheanswer 
#hcsm

6:44 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
@ekeeleymoore Bingo! Networks are key to solving the health 
equation #HCSM
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6:44 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@ekeeleymoore I was reading something today saying 
products targeted too much to special population won't meet 
needs outside target #hcsm

6:44 HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
TOPIC 3 - How are HCPs doing with online engagement these 
days? Are you seeing more/less engagement than past? 
Thoughts on why? #hcsm

6:44 Kelly / Diabetes@KellyRawlings
T2 Of course, I'm unfortunately unable to home-brew 
insulin ... . #hcsm

6:44 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
@Katiissick What did the FDA do after pt engagement? 
#HCSM

6:44 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@Kamiyamay @pfanderson @waisunchan Hey Camea, oh 
no, they're as innocent as new borne babes. #hcsm

6:45 Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
T3 live at #hcsm - how are HCPs doing with online 
engagement these days? More/less engagement than past? 
Thoughts on why? #hcsm

6:45 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
@twirlandswirl @jchevinsky #hcsm Wishing their was a 
balanced budget, a win win. Afraid your right!
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6:45 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@ekeeleymoore Interesting slant, but then pharma has made 
a history out of ignoring targets and going for lowest common 
denominator #hcsm

6:45 BC General Surgeons@BCSurgeons
T2 Can patient engagement with pharma be truly unbiased? I 
would think not. He who pays the piper.. #hcsm

6:45 April Foreman@DocForeman
@Kamiyamay @nursefriendly @HealthSocMed 
@GoldenWavesAdv Great! Could I get help crafting 
something like that? #hcsm

6:45 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@Kamiyamay @jchevinsky I don't want to sound too cynical, 
but... I've got another analogy, actually. #hcsm

6:45 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
@waisunchan they produced a report and told pharma that 
there was no need to wait for biomarker as measurement of 
improvement #hcsm

6:45 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@Kamiyamay @DocForeman @HealthSocMed 
@GoldenWavesAdv Lotsa us out here April, just need to "herd 
the cats" get us all working as one. #hcsm
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6:46 Jonathan Hausmann MD@hausmannMD
I’ve been experimenting with SoMe over the last few months. 
Has changed the way I think about and practice medicine 
#HCSM

6:46 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@Kamiyamay @jchevinsky I volunteered at an animal shelter 
for awhile. Used to be so disgusted by the fact very ill or high-
maintence #hcsm

6:46 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
@danamlewis Wow, I missed topic two. It completely flew past 
me! #hcsm

6:46 Kelly / Diabetes@KellyRawlings
T3 I'm seeing more individual HCPs on Twitter & more info on 
social media provided by HCPs at patient conferences. Yay! 
#hcsm

6:46 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
T3 - more engagement - some finally realizing engagement on 
SoMe is a way of life to survive healthcare - life #hcsm

6:46 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
@PretendMD point taken #hcsm

6:46 Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
@pfanderson they're all related tonight :) #hcsm
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6:46 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@Kamiyamay @jchevinsky animals were regularly put down 
instead of treated or worked with. Came to realize, it's a matter 
of treating #hcsm

6:46 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
T3 I think it could be argued that HCP's less engaged because 
patient standards have increased exponentially. HCP's haven't 
kept up. #hcsm

6:46 April Foreman@DocForeman
@nursefriendly @Kamiyamay @HealthSocMed 
@GoldenWavesAdv Well, I could really use some #patient 
#advocate voices about MH issue #hcsm

6:46 GNU/rigel@PretendMD
.@pfanderson @ekeeleymoore compare number of erectile 
dysfunction drugs to number of drugs for MDR-TB. #hcsm

6:47 Deeter Prater@DeeterPrater
“@HealthSocMed: TOPIC 2 - What else could orgs do to 
engage patients? Show real transparent PRICING. #hcsm

6:47 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T3 continually more online engagement, but I think at slower 
rates. The 'early adopter' phase has worn off #hcsm

6:47 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T3 Every week I read of #doctors, #nurses, 
#hcps getting fired for #facebook, #HCSM postings :(
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6:47 Dan Goldman@danielg280
RT @jchevinsky T3 continually more online engagement, but I 
think at slower rates. The 'early adopter' phase has worn off 
#hcsm

6:47 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@Kamiyamay @jchevinsky HCPs are hopefully more on the 
patient side, pharma is more on the bottom line side. 
Someone has to be. #hcsm

6:47 P. F. Anderson@pfanderson
OK, skipping out early. I missed dinner, have a seafood gumbo 
on the stove that smelled like the ocean when I came home. 
Later, peeps! #hcsm

6:47 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T3 Most employers are discouraging us from 
having #hcsm accounts period.

6:47 Linda Pourmassina,MD@LindaP_MD
.@danamlewis T3: clarify "online." SoMe or things like patient 
portals? #hcsm

6:47 Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
T3 slow process, but increasing engagement; must be 
persuaded of benefits of SM #hcsm

6:48 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
T3 I don't think HCP online engagement has changed much. I 
do however think student HCP participation is increasing 
which is positive #hcsm
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6:48 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
T3 I've found pharma's online engagement with doctors going 
up exponentially starting with "online education" for CME 
accreditation #hcsm

6:48 Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis
@LindaP_MD SM/public areas online #hcsm (re: T3)

6:48 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
T3 I don't see any more engagement in my community. drs are 
busy and also very protective and wary of what they say 
publicly. #hcsm

6:48 Brad Zehring, DO@DrZehringDO
As SoMe has gained popularity more HCPs are engaging with 
the community. It's a good dialogue that breeds education. 
#hcsm

6:48 Clay Chappell, MD@CChappellMD
T3: I see more HCPs engaging online. Still seems to be mostly 
one way, HCPs and pts. online, but not interacting with each 
other #hcsm

6:48 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@Kamiyamay @jchevinsky That said, of course there is 
abuse. I'm just saying it has a purpose... I just don't think it's 
patient care. #hcsm
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6:48 brettmd@BrettSnodgrass1
@nursefriendly @HealthSocMed #hcsm #T3 this is true, often 
for unprofessional conduct, HIPAA violation, sometimes 4 
accurate whistleblowing

6:48 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
Agree MT @abrewi3010: T3 Don't think HCP online engmnt 
has changed much. I do think student HCP participation is 
increasing which is + #hcsm

6:49 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T3 See a lot more anonymous accounts, for 
safety, security from spying #employer eyes. #hcsm

6:49 Mark Salke@marksalke
@CChappellMD WHy, I wonder? Is it too, intimate. Too 
personal? #hcsm

6:49 T2D Research@T2DRemission
@KellyRawlings Yes, and collective pig farming probably 
wouldn't help. #hcsm

6:49 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T3 Finding lots of positive examples like 
#healthcare #tweetchats to encourage others, but adoption is 
slow. #hcsm

6:49 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
@Katiissick Pharma may do so but not necessarily because 
FDA says so. It will depend on profitability #hcsm
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6:49 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Yep. RT @nursefriendly @HealthSocMed T3 See a lot more 
anonymous accounts, for safety, security from spying 
#employer eyes. #hcsm

6:50 Jonathan Hausmann MD@hausmannMD
HCP need to learn how to leverage SoMe to improve their 
practice #HCSM

6:50 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@twirlandswirl @Kamiyamay Yes see ur pt. similar Qs posed 
bout 'finding lost malaysian plane' vs put $ toward addressing 
WorldHunger #hcsm

6:50 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T3 Until #medical associations or 
#healthcare systems embrace #hcsm, it is going to be a long/
slow road.

6:50 Dan Goldman@danielg280
@nursefriendly Most of what I see relates to discipline for 
egregious/unprofessional behavior #hcsm

6:50 Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore
Have to jump off a little early. It's been a great hour learning 
from you all! #hcsm

6:50 brettmd@BrettSnodgrass1
@nursefriendly @HealthSocMed #hcsm #T3 I've often been 
surprised that many employers know less than I expected 
them to.
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6:50 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
Please do! RT @hausmannMD HCP need to learn how to 
leverage SoMe to improve their practice #HCSM

6:50 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
@Kamiyamay #hcsm Not engaging other - but as both a nurse 
and e-patient & advocate see all sides interested engaging. 
Too many committees

6:50 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@jchevinsky @Kamiyamay And there really isn't a "right" 
answer, and there's never going to be in these sorts of things. 
#hcsm

6:50 GNU/rigel@PretendMD
T3 @waisunchan i think this is partly driven by the exclusion 
of CME activities from Sunshine Act disclosure requirements. 
#hcsm

6:50 Faisal Qureshi@fqure
T3 #hcsm Still seeing medical staff manage SoMe for their 
boss providers. We need to work on more authenticity, less 
marketing

6:50 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T3 Am venturing into #facebook forums, on 
#alzheimers, #hypertension and others. There is hope, 
opportunities. #hcsm
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6:50 Linda Pourmassina,MD@LindaP_MD
#hcsm T3 our clinic (@polyclinic) May be rolling out a blog in 
the near future, which I'm excited about.

6:51 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Do HCP's feel like it's "work" (unreimbursed) to engage with 
patients using social media? @marksalke @CChappellMD 
#hcsm

6:51 GNU/rigel@PretendMD
T3 @waisunchan CME is where pharma can still funnel 
money to HCPs without scrutiny, so its gonna get a LOT of 
funding that way #hcsm

6:51 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@twirlandswirl @Kamiyamay q of priorities & also recognition 
that some must worry about bottom line.. otherwise cant have 
fx system #hcsm

6:51 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
@twirlandswirl @jchevinsky #hcsm Agree perhaps not right 
answer but seeking solutions will get us closer to mark. Takes 
being openminded

6:51 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T3 In general, I'm pretty well received in 
#patient forums, they agree they'd like to see more #hcps 
around. #hcsm

6:51 Clay Chappell, MD@CChappellMD
@marksalke Hard to say. I think part of it is fear of liability. Part 
of it is probably just not knowing where/how to connect. #hcsm
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6:52 April Foreman@DocForeman
@twirlandswirl That is freaking hillarious and made of 
awesome. You just need Picard holding twine and it's gold. 
#hcsm

6:52 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@jchevinsky @Kamiyamay But, that doesn't meant the tax 
man should be the one trying to engage the tax payers, either. 
#hcsm

6:52 Mark Salke@marksalke
@CChappellMD Great point. HCPs might benefit from some 
mentoring in that regard. #hcsm

6:52 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
@twirlandswirl @Kamiyamay This must be why you like the 
#bioethx chats so! #hcsm

6:52 brettmd@BrettSnodgrass1
@mahoneyr @marksalke @CChappellMD it may be 
somewhat like that 4 some who haven't jumped in2 Twitter or 
other SoMe #hcsm #T3 other docs busy

6:52
✨ Anna✨@smanna750
I think as more people share on SM more people feel open/
comfortable to share their story. I think it's a growing 
community #hcsm
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6:53 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @marksalke @CChappellMD Great point. HCPs might 
benefit from some mentoring in that regard. #hcsm

6:53 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@marksalke @RebelMouse I aim to please. :) #hcsm

6:53 Sunny Chan@waisunchan
At a time when antibiotic resistance is increasing I ask why 
pharma hasnt developed any new antibiotics in past 15+yrs- 
not profitable #hcsm

6:53 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Yup. There's a PowerPoint slide in there for sure @marksalke 
@twirlandswirl @RebelMouse #hcsm

6:53 Mark Salke@marksalke
@DrZehringDO @mahoneyr @CChappellMD It doesn't have 
to be HCP, personally, to be effective. #hcsm

6:53 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@DocForeman Basically every dilemma in the universe can 
be answered with a Star Trek meme. #hcsm

6:53 Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
RT @hausmannMD @kevinmd recently said that, for HCP, the 
biggest danger of SoMe is not taking part in it! #hcsm
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6:53 Dan Goldman@danielg280
Have to remember that SM won't be for everyone. Not 
everyone wired to engage that way, and that's ok. Key is to 
engage those who r #hcsm

6:54 Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
T3 A few toes in the water up here. But even here I can see 
the demand outpacing the supply. Less the debate on why 
than how, now. #hcsm

6:54 Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky
T3 At this point think the HCPs who wanted to take part in 
SoMe have... now mostly those who are hesitant/need 
convincing #hcsm

6:54 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@BrettSnodgrass1 @HealthSocMed T3 It has everyone 
petrified to step foot on Social Media as a 
#healthcareprofessional, #hcp. #hcsm

6:54 Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl
@jchevinsky @Kamiyamay I like a good debate, and it's nice 
to find a non-dramatic discussion ground, relatively educated 
participants. #hcsm

6:54 April Foreman@DocForeman
@nursefriendly @Kamiyamay @HealthSocMed 
@GoldenWavesAdv @ReginaHolliday @PracticalWisdom 
Need engaging mssg on #suicide #prevention #hcsm
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6:54 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
I don't mind engaging in abstract (I am right now) but chat w/
individual pt might be different. @DrZehringDO @marksalke 
@CChappellMD #hcsm

6:54 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
#HCSM T3: It's simply not feasible for all docs to jump on 
#SoMe. Need vendors that can handle this for fee to keep 
docs w/ patient

6:54 Brad Zehring, DO@DrZehringDO
@marksalke @mahoneyr @CChappellMD what does that look 
like? Where is the information coming from? #hcsm

6:55 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@BrettSnodgrass1 @HealthSocMed T3 Granted, some things 
I read about, people should know better, but others . . . #hcsm

6:55 Wes Wilson@WesleyWilson
T3 less overall but there is a lot more noise out there then 
before #hcsm

6:55 April Foreman@DocForeman
@nursefriendly @Kamiyamay @HealthSocMed 
@GoldenWavesAdv @ReginaHolliday @PracticalWisdom 
Suicide kills more than car accidents in US #hcsm

6:55 BC General Surgeons@BCSurgeons
T2 Patients are better off engaging with an independent body 
like the now defunct UBC therapeutics initiative #hcsm
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6:55 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
@nursefriendly @HealthSocMed #hcsm Andrew you R right, 
been threatened and watched. Called into office wanting know 
what meant-family msg

6:55 HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
Time to wrap up this week's #hcsm chat! Last thoughts for the 
week ahead?

6:55 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@danielg280 T3 There are legitimate #HIPAA violations, 
breaches of professional conduct yes. #hcsm

6:55 GNU/rigel@PretendMD
.@waisunchan which was exactly the wrong thing to do. 
#hcsm

6:56 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Difference between "too busy" for social media and "too busy" 
to engage w/pt's in spare time @BrettSnodgrass1 
@marksalke @CChappellMD #hcsm

6:56 Mark Salke@marksalke
Brad, there is content everywhere. And expert content created 
internally is always available. @DrZehringDO @mahoneyr 
@CChappellMD #hcsm

6:56 Annette McKinnon@anetto
@dz45tr T3 You mean hire a vendor to handle social media 
engagement? How engaged is that? #hcsm
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6:56 GNU/rigel@PretendMD
.@waisunchan lots of people, including @SenSanders have 
hope for prize funds, which would help HCPs/PH folks set dev 
priorities #hcsm

6:56 Dan Goldman@danielg280
@nursefriendly As well, NLRB has put many limits on 
employers disciplining employees for SM use. #hcsm

6:57 David Chou@dchou1107
we need to use #social to engage patients and within the 
healthcare organization #hcsm

6:57 Suzie Farthing@SuzieFarthing
@hausmannMD @kevinmd so true. #some is an amazing tool 
that should be adopted by HCP. The pts will be there. #hcsm

6:57 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@DocForeman @Kamiyamay @HealthSocMed 
@GoldenWavesAdv @ReginaHolliday @PracticalWisdom Tie 
into precursor issues, others discuss often #hcsm

6:57 AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago
RT @dchou1107 we need to use #social to engage patients 
and within the healthcare organization #hcsm

6:57 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Does that mean "I have office staff that interact w/patients on 
Twitter"? @DrZehringDO @marksalke @CChappellMD #hcsm
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6:57 brettmd@BrettSnodgrass1
@marksalke @DrZehringDO @mahoneyr @CChappellMD 
many cases challenge that, the highest quality data locked up. 
Depends on difficulty #hcsm

6:57 Camea (Kamiya)@Kamiyamay
Cth: Pharma funding pool system: reimbursement for 
independent advocates for each pt/pt family- it can be done! 
Promote peer2peer adv #hcsm

6:57 Faisal Qureshi@fqure
@dz45tr T3 #hcsm the Drs I follow have made the time to do 
so. Is it a matter of priorities in daily schedule?

6:57 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@DocForeman @Kamiyamay @HealthSocMed 
@GoldenWavesAdv @ReginaHolliday @PracticalWisdom-
#Depression, #anger, #resentment in #caregivers #hcsm

6:58 Dr. Jason Malinowski@drmalinowski
CT Can we influence one colleague this week to think about 
SoMe's benefits for their patients? #hcsm

6:58 Mark Salke@marksalke
Yeah, kinda. MT @mahoneyr: Mean "I have office staff that 
interact w/patients on Twitter"? @DrZehringDO @marksalke 
@CChappellMD #hcsm
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6:58 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@DocForeman @Kamiyamay @HealthSocMed 
@GoldenWavesAdv Guest host other tweetchats dealing with 
topics that lead up to #suicide. #hcsm

6:58 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
Remember that part of being a fancy #epatient scholar is 
being a mentor to individuals. Please don't forget the 
individual. #hcsm

6:58 Liam Farrell@drlfarrell
? #mecfs? #hcsm

6:58 T2D Research@T2DRemission
@waisunchan You may know of the scandal of the sickle-cell 
anemia treatment that was sat on for years because the 
market was too small #hcsm

6:58 Annette McKinnon@anetto
@mahoneyr @DrZehringDO @marksalke @CChappellMD I 
think we all can see how that could go off the rails. #hcsm 
Opposite effect

6:59 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
Wrap up: listen to patients. #hcsm

6:59 GNU/rigel@PretendMD
.@waisunchan the "not profitable" line is also a crock, i think. 
estimates of development cost vary wildly #hcsm
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6:59 Jonathan Hausmann MD@hausmannMD
I’m hoping that with education, physicians and patients will be 
able to meet each other on a level playing field through SoMe 
#Hcsm

6:59 Ryan Lucas@dz45tr
@fqure, examples? I don't think it's priorities but comfort-level, 
but replying from a non-data-driven perspective on this topic 
#HCSM

6:59 Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly
@Kamiyamay @HealthSocMed Yipes! It can make you 
nervous, #BigBrother is watching. #hcsm

6:59 brettmd@BrettSnodgrass1
@mahoneyr @DrZehringDO @marksalke @CChappellMD 
use @pingmd for patient care patient online = HIPAA 
compliant & respectful. #hcsm #T3

6:59 Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr
Still have to measure impact of social media on quality of 
medical practice before we can claim CME. Big struggle 
@padschicago #hcsm

6:59 T2D Research@T2DRemission
@waisunchan And of course the flu vaccine follies of the last 
decade or so: again, no profit. #hcsm

6:59 Clay Chappell, MD@CChappellMD
I have nurses and extenders that call and mail pts. now. 
Maybe that is the next step? @marksalke @mahoneyr 
@DrZehringDO #hcsm
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7:00 Kati Debelic@Katiissick
@drlfarrell stands for myalgic encephalomyelitis /aka chronic 
fatigue syndrome. I've been at it for 51/2 yrs. #hcsm

7:00 Alan Brewington@abrewi3010
That was some tastey chocolate for my brain. Thanks 
everyone! #hcsm

7:00 HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed
That's a wrap on another awesome #hcsm chat! Thanks, all! 
See you again next Sunday at 8pm CT - and remember to DM 
or @HealthSocMed topics!
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